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1. Assessment of a skier’s interests, function and goals and objectives is an important part of 
determining the equipment and lesson plan for an adaptive skier. Knowing the skiers 
background and experience with other activities and sports is helpful.  

2. Knowledge about the general relationship between a specific pathology and the associated 
visual, auditory, balance, strength, flexibility and cognitive function is helpful. Knowledge about 
secondary complications, medications and precautions to take with regard to different 
disabilities will need to be considered. 

3. Specific assessment of a sit-skiers strength, balance, flexibility, range of motion and spasticity 
will greatly assist with the selection of the best adaptive equipment. Adaptive equipment for sit-
skiers generally includes bi-skis, twin skis and mono-skis.  

4. Position the student in a sitting position, with the legs partially extended, and verify the skier 
has the flexibility to flex forward against the knees. Then position the pelvis in an upright and 
dynamic position with the thighs raised enough to be able to flex forward and sit upright. Then 
position and secure the lower legs. 

5. Adjustments will need to be made to the frame structure of the sit-ski and trunk support will 
need to be added up to the level of function that elastically allows the skier to move the upper 
body as much as possible to make diagonal movements in the lateral direction for turning.  

 The clinic will review various pathologies of sit-skiers and the associated medical complications. 

 Group discussion on red flags and medications related to specific pathologies will take place. 

 The interests and personality of the skier will be discussed relative to the goals for a lesson. 

 A balance, flexibility and strength assessment of sit-skier function will be conducted as a group. 

 The selection of mono-ski vs. bi-ski vs. twin-ski vs. sit-ski will be discussed. 

 The selection of sit-ski equipment brand, ski shape and length and outriggers will be reviewed. 

 Seating will start with the pelvis and move down to the feet with attention to pressure relief and stability. 

 Review the effect of range of motion of the hips and knees and its effect on sitting function. 

 Positioning of the upper body from the pelvis up will be discussed to maximize skier function. 

 Measurement and adjustment of the sit-ski frame for fore-aft balance, angulation and rotation. 

 For-aft balance assessment will include a dowel test at neutral, forward and aft body positions. 

 Review the selection of seat cushions, trunk supports, leg and head protection, and foot gear. 

 Program recommendations for setting up and marking skis for quick adjustment in the field. 

 Review of lift load, hold locations, evacuation harness, retention line, wrist strap and tether line securement. 

 Review suspension, binding and shock absorber spring and dampening adjustments. 

 Ski positioning, mounting, tuning and waxing will briefly be reviewed. 
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